(1). S o much has been written on the subject of recurring series, and the equations of differences from which they arise, that we can now expect little more to be added to their theory. This is not the case with the class of series, and their corres ponding equations I propose to consider in the following pages, which bear a great analogy to the other, and include them as a particular case : I mean, series in which the same relation between a certain number of successive terms recurs periodically ; the terms so related being separated by others connected by relations similar in their general analytical form, but modified by a variation in the constant or variable coefficients which enter into the equations expressing them. Such series have, I believe, never yet been considered as a class : particular cases have very frequently occurred in the course of analytical investigations, and have then been treated by peculiar considerations of such a description as to give a very uninviting air to their theory, but no general view has hitherto been taken of their nature, and no uniform train of analytical artifices been exposed by whose aid they may be subjected to the same modes of treatment as those of the ordinary kind.
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and after all, the general term of the series would not be obtained, but merely the several general terms of six other series which, interlaced, as it were, one with the other, form the series in question; which is in fact much the same way the general terms of which are respectively 3 # -2, 3 # -t; 3z, united into one, the general term of which is oc. It is interesting then to discover some analytical artifice which shall obviate these inconveniences, by comprehending the whole extent of these and similar series in one single equation, whose order shall be no higher than is absolutely indispensible; which shall require no preparatory investiga tion to obtain it; nor the actual calculation of any superfluous terms for the determination of the constants in its integral; and, finally, whose integration shall lead to an expression in functions of the index a?, such that the substitution of the natural progression of numbers in succession for x shall pro duce all the terms of the series in their order. Such an artifice, or train of artifices, I shall now proceed to explain. They turn upon a theorem familiar to every algebraist, but which does not seem to have been yet applied to all the uses of which it is susceptible. (4 ). is unity whenever a? is a multiple of n in all other cases, S = 0. This is a well known property of the roots of unity. Hence, some one of the functions €J Q C i *^x &X -> ft -f-I is necessarily unity, the rest being all zero, though when the numerical form of % is not specified, it is undecided which that one may bev Hence too it follows, that when x is a multiple of n, Px or a*' + 6 . S ■ 4 -.. . . . S
reduces itself to a ; when x -1 is a multiple of to when x --2 is such a multiple, to cx> and so on. Thus in all cases P^ will reduce itself to a single term, the form of which will be either a . bmi. . . . . k , in rotation, after which the same functions recur over again, for some one of the numbers These equations are of that peculiar class which L aplace has distinguished by the name of " re-entering equations "
{equations rentrantes). The elimination of ------
from them may be performed by the ordinary process for elimination between algebraic equations of the first degree, if we only prepare them by substituting -f-1 for in (2), # 4 -3 for x in (3), and so on throughout; because only one value of each of these functions is contained in each equation, and by this substitution that value becomes the same through out the system. This done, the system is reduced to another, consisting of m equations, between the remaining unknown functions, among which the process of elimination must then be pursued by the rules peculiar to equations of differences. Without encumbering our pages with the detail of this ope ration (which a possible difference in the numerical forms of m and n renders necessarily very complex, when taken up in &c. these equations is m xn,which being also that of the func to be determined, they suffice for the purpose.
